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Disclaimer
This project report was written by students at Western Michigan University to fulfill an
engineering curriculum requirement. Western Michigan University makes no representation that
the material contained in the report is error-free or complete in all respects. Persons or
organizations who choose to use the material do so at their own risk
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Abstract
Performing mechanical design around sensors is a critical skill which all engineering
students should be familiar with. Of equal importance is gathering and correctly interpreting
electrical data from engineering tests. The aim of this project is to design a force versus
displacement test stand for applications related to the measurement of spring force-displacement
correlation. The design uses a strain gauge load cell, and a magnetic linear encoder to provide
accurate, repeatable force and travel measurements. A mechanical design to mount each sensor
was created based initial project constraints. Finite element analysis was performed on all critical
components to ensure that the design meets or exceeds requirements. A data acquisition system
was designed for these sensors using a LabVIEW interface. This allowed the force and
displacement data to be interpreted and synchronized. The design also features a control interface
and a quick-change tool base to promote ease of use. Additionally, the controller also saves
gathered test data to a spreadsheet for later use. This apparatus is used to measure springs,
solenoids, O-rings, and friction in slide fits. This project helps engineers to work more efficiently
and analyze sensitive component interactions.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Background
This design effort was made possible by the engineering department at Humphrey Products
Company (HPC) in Kalamazoo, Michigan and Western Michigan University. The funded
project, provided workspace and tools, and most importantly, set the technical direction. The
student team thanks them for their tremendous contribution to this design project. HPC makes a
wide range of pneumatic valves, as well as several types of electronic devices used across many
industries. They have a large engineering department, in addition to other technical staff that are
involved in engineering activities. Because they design and manufacture valves, it is important to
be able to test designs to ensure that they function as intended. For this reason, HPC has invested
in numerous devices that are used to test different design aspects. Some examples of these
devices are fluid flow meters, fluid leak meters, thermal chambers, solenoid impedance test
stands, microscopes, and force displacement test stands. Each of these devices allow HPC’s
technical staff to test aspects of a design and validate specific requirements.
Since HPC has made such a large investment in testing, it is important to continue to improve
their lab technology to save time and money across their business. While several of the test
devices mentioned above are up to date and do not need improvement, one test segment that
needs improvement are the force versus displacement test stands. The force versus displacement
test stands will be called force test stands for the remainder of this report.
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Figure 1: Existing Force Test Set Up

HPC currently has several of these stands, many of which have existed for a long time.
One of these devices is shown in figure 1 above. These stands measure the force applied to a
body and the displacement along the same axis. The current stands are older, beginning to show
signs of wear, and are no longer as accurate as they were earlier in their life. In addition, sensing
and data acquisition technology has improved a lot during the last decade, making the hardware
and software used in the current force test stands at HPC outdated. The current test stands are
manual, meaning that the test engineer must log every force and displacement data point
manually. This aspect is not desirable because it is difficult to log the points and continue the test
without making errors. A need had been demonstrated for a new test stand design that improves
this condition. Another area of improvement is max force rating for the current test stands, they
typically have a max rated output of around 10 [lbf]. This is a fairly small force for many
engineering applications. Since the current test stands are outdated and operate over a limited
range of forces a new design is required to provide HPC technical staff expanded testing
capability.
In summary, a new force test stand is required for HPC. The design requirements are
detailed in a later section. Force test stands can be used in many applications to test the response
of a body to an applied force. The stand applies a force on a body to deform or move it, and then
accurately measures the displacement of the body as well as the applied force. Engineers can use
these to test a wide range of mechanical applications such as: measuring springs and checking
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for linearity, determining the forces applied by solenoids at different positions, forces related to
sealing with O-rings and lip seals, and frictional forces in slide fits. All of these are critical to
design verification and are useful to engineers.

1.2 Benchmarking
Due to the need for a new force test stand, it is important to explore all possibilities
before beginning any design work. After meeting with HPC engineers, a rough set of
specifications were devised. These specifications are discussed in the project constraints section
of the report. Those specifications were then compared with test devices on the market. The
project only logical if the proposed project cost was significantly less than an item that is already
for sale on the open market. The focus was on products that were already on the market;
therefore research had to be conducted to find items that met the specifications.
After doing research, the focus narrowed to two different force test devices. Option one
was an FSA series design from Imada. It has a travel distance of twelve inches, and max force
offerings of 1, 11, 44, 110, 220, and 550 lb. The maximum force and travel distance did not meet
the requirement and both sensors provide good accuracy. The device contains a control panel but
does not contain software where a force versus displacement graph is presented. The device is
motorized, and therefore requires programing before use. This is not desirable as often times
HPC engineers do not know the exact travel distance required. The price of the largest version of
this stand was $5650.00 not including shipping and tax.1 This option is fairly expensive, and the
motor design is a large drawback so other options were explored.
Option two was a Schmidt Control Instruments motorized test stand. This product was
likely designed and manufactured overseas because a very limited amount of information about
it was available. From the product specifications, it was discovered that max force was 5000 [N].
The accuracy of the force measurement is listed as 0.2 % of the max rated voltage of the load
cell. The accuracy of the displacement sensors is listed as .001 [mm] which is very precise and
exceeds the HPC goal. The price of the system is $6,770 not including tax and shipping.2
Another feature of this stand is that a motor drives the displacement via a ball screw. This can be

1
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desirable in some cases; however it requires the engineer to know the precise displacement for
each test.
Having a motorized test stand is a large disadvantage in many cases at HPC considering
the fact that many of their tests are unique. Similar comparisons can be made, but a device that
meets all HPC’s needs could not be found on the market. Many test devices on the market cost
well over four thousand dollars, which makes that cost a logical project objective to beat. A
target total cost of less than $4000.00 is ideal.

1.3 Project Constraints
The new force test stand was a single build design and sought to improve the current
testing capabilities as much as possible. The design was intended to incorporate the newest
sensing technology for both force and displacement. After meeting with HPC engineers early in
the project, a set of design guidelines or constraints were created. It was determined that the
force sensor was required to measure a force 50.0 lbf in tension and compression and have a
resolution of 0.01 lbf. The displacement sensor was required to have a range of approximately
7.0 in and a resolution of 0.001 in. This provided an
improved test set up, as it increased the force
measurement range by five times over the current
testing capabilities. The new test stand was also to
be semi-automated, meaning that the force and
displacement data points are logged by the stand
controller, not the test engineer. This is a significant
improvement over current testing capability at HPC.
An existing frame that is shown in figures 2-3 will
be modified; it was provided by HPC and will be
used to simplify the project. The force constraint is
a specification by HPC, and the displacement
constraint is the travel distance of the ball screw and
carriage block assembly of the frame. Figure 3
shows the critical components of the existing frame.
The input handle rotates the ball screw, which in

Figure 2: Existing Frame
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turn moves the carriage block up and down. This is how the force will be applied to the test
subject. The carriage block has bronze bushings that engage with cylindrical linear guides that
keep everything aligned. The project was completed with the support of the HPC engineering
team who are well versed in industrial safety standards and will made sure every major design
decision was acceptable before proceeding.

Figure 3: Existing Frame with Nomenclature

1.4 Critical Decisions
Considering the project is centered on accurately measure force and displacement, the
selection of both measurement sensors were critical design decisions. For this reason, several
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options were compiled and carefully considered to ensure the best sensor was chosen. Input was
gathered from both faculty and industrial mentors before any decision was made.
There are several classifications of force sensors that meet the required specifications.
These classifications are listed in table 1 below. The best choices for the design of the force test
stand are clearly the strain gauge load cells and piezoelectric sensors. They both meet all
specifications, offer good resolution and are relatively cost effective. Therefore, these two types
of force sensors were the only ones considered for the project. Next a set of specific sensors was
compiled and rated on a number of factors. These sensors are compared in table 2. This table was
presented to the project’s faculty mentor and HPC engineers to justify the final sensor selection.
Table 1: Load Cell Decision Matrix

Sensor Type
Load Cells (Strain Gauge)
Load Cells Hydraulic
Piezoresistive
Piezoelectric

Force Range Accuracy in
Requirement Force Range
Met [N]
[N]
Y
≈0.01
Y
≈0.1
N
≈0.001
Y
≈0.001

Cost

Compactness Durability

+/+
+

+/+/+
+

+
+
-

Static
Measurement
Of Med. Force
+
+
+/+/-

Table 2: Load Cell Product Comparison Matrix
Manufacturer

Description

Model Number

Omega
Omega
Omega
Futek
Futek
Futek

In Line LC
S Beam LC
S Beam LC (High Overload)
In Line LC (LCM300)
S Beam LC
S Beam/In LineLC (LRM200)

LCMFL-200
LC101-50
LCCE-50
FSH03884
FSH02086
FSH03884

Rated Output Non Linearity Non Repeatability
Tension &
Max
Non Linearity Non Repeatability
List Price
Compression
[mV/V nom]*[V nom]
[mV] +/[mV] +/Force [lb]
[lb] +/[lb] +/Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

$660.00
$345.00
$490.00
$550.00
$450.00
$600.00

20
30
30
20
20
20

0.100
0.009
0.009
0.070
0.010
0.020

0.04
0.003
0.003
0.020
0.010
0.010

44.96
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

0.225
0.015
0.015
0.175
0.025
0.050

0.090
0.005
0.005
0.050
0.025
0.025

The selection of the displacement sensor is of equal importance the design. Many
different types of displacement sensors were compared to again ensure the best sensor was
chosen. The classifications of sensors that met the requirements for the design are shown below
in table 3. Each sensor is rated in a variety of categories, and the comparison can also be found in
table 3. Based on the four sensor selections the linear variable inductance transducer (LVIT) was
ruled out because the range was insufficient for most sensors. Potentiometers were also ruled out
because the data isn't accurate enough. This left linear variable differential transformers (LVDT)
and linear encoders as the best options to be used as displacement sensors. Next, a set of specific
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sensors were compiled and rated on several factors. These sensors are compared in table 4. This
table was presented to our mentor engineers to justify the final sensor selection.
Table 3: Displacement Sensor Decision Matrix

Table 4: Displacement Sensor Product Comparison Matrix

1.5 Sensor Selection
For the force sensor, HPC required the machine to be able to measure a force range of 50
lbf in tension and compression, and have an accuracy of 0.01 lbf. Both sensor options were
compared in greater detail in table 2, based on the sensors shown, the strain gauge load cells are
the best option because the cost of the product is lower and the accuracy and robustness is
higher. The Futek LCM300 load cell was the best option all around based on quality, lead time,
mounting flexibility, and price. This choice was affirmed by the faculty mentor and HPC
engineers and the electrical design phase began. The physical sensor is shown in figure 4 below.

Figure 4: Load Cell
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For the displacement sensor, HPC required the machine to be able to measure a
displacement range of seven inches and have an accuracy of better than one thousandth of an
inch. Complied sensor options are compared in greater detail in table 4. From the data, linear
encoders are the best option because of the cost of the product. The LM10 magnetic linear
encoder from Renishaw was the best option all around based on quality, lead time, and price.3
This choice was presented to our faculty mentor and HPC engineers and upon their approval
electrical design was started. The physical sensor is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Encoder

1.6 Project Objectives
To stay organized, the project was broken down into many smaller and tangible
objectives. Some of the more complex parts of the project included, mechanical design, electrical
design, and programming. These parts are explained in further detail in the design portion of the
report, and the general project structure is explained here. First, sensors were selected that met
the required specifications. Next, the mechanical design was completed which integrated the
sensors with the stand frame via an acceptable type of mount for each sensor. After that, finite
element analysis or FEA was completed on the frame and mechanical design using SolidWorks
simulation. The results verify that the design functions in an acceptable manner. The electrical
design was then completed to integrate the sensors with the correct amplification devices so that
a controller can read the force and displacement data and write it to a spreadsheet. Next, the
3

RLS Renishaw
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project was assembled both mechanically and electrically. Finally, a study was performed that
ensures the force test stand is producing accurate results.

1.7 Project Timeline
To complete the project as described, the design team chose to break the project down
into smaller, manageable goals. These goals were used to determine project progress and were
essential to completing the project on time and with the correct design process. The project goals
are as follows and are listed numerically: 1. Model the existing frame and do FEA analysis to
determine if the projected applied loads produce a suitable deflection, 2. Select force and
displacement sensors that are appropriate for the force range that is required, 3. Integrate selected
sensors into existing stand by designing appropriate mechanical mounts, 4. Design a quick
change tool base for the stand to minimize test set up time, 5. Create an electrical hardware
design around the sensors and use a controller to gather and record test data, 6. Create a program
that will be used by the controller to read and write the data to the appropriate file, 7. Build the
force test stand to the design, 8. Debug the design of the stand and test, and verify the accuracy.
These major project goals will allow the team to make strong design decisions and provide an
optimal force test stand for HPC.
The Design of the stand was grouped into in four different sections: the major component
selection section, the design section, the assembly section, and finally is the calibration and

Figure 6: Project Gantt Chart
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testing section. A better illustration of the timeline is shown in the Gantt chart in figure 5 and the
amount of time for each section is based on the difficulty of each section.
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2 Design
2.1 Initial Concept
With a plan in place, the focus then shifted to the design of the test stand. First, HPC
engineers were consulted about their vision for the project. While working with them, an initial
concept for this device was created based on the existing frame and the selected sensors. Within
these constraints, the design team began looking at several possible options to mount the selected
sensors and ensure the required accuracy and repeatability. First measurements of all the existing
components of the stand were gathered and then manually converted to the HPC Solid Edge
CAD system. The design team used calipers, micrometers, measurement scales, and gauge pins
to record the dimensions. The team then worked to put the data in Solid Edge, which is the main
HPC CAD software. The model shown below in figures 7 and 8, gave an accurate geometrical
representation of the existing frame. The frame provided mounting constraints for the project and
it was clear that the design would need a large offset piece to optimally situate the travel range of
the system. The Futek load cell was an in line design: thus a circular end assembly would be an
ideal choice.
On the electrical side HPC engineers envisioned a neat package centered on an efficient
controller. Many controllers were possible, however a logical choice was using a National
Instruments controller with LabVIEW as the software package, as both were readily available.
The sensors had to be incorporated into a hardware design that provided power to the sensors and
ensured protection against overloading. A software design would also be needed to synchronize
the test data and write it to a spreadsheet. The project aimed to ensure that the design allows
flexibility and documentation for future modification.
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Figure 7: Existing Frame CAD Model ISO

Figure 8: Existing Frame CAD Model Zoom View

2.2 Design of Force Sensor Mount
Starting from the initial design concept it was clear that a circular end assembly was
desirable due to the load cell design, because it was the center of the mechanical design. The
specifications and dimensions were gathered from the Futek website4, and a support engineer
was contacted to ensure the product would work in this application. From there, the required
mounting dimensions and locations were studied. The travel of the existing frame system was
considered and the new design ensured that the maximum amount of system travel is used.
Another important consideration was to minimize the weight of mounting components connected
to the live end of the load cell. If there was too much weight from the parts on the live end of the
load cell, it reduces the load that the sensor can accurately measure in the opposite load direction.

4

Futek
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Figure 9: Load Cell Explode View

Given these constraints, a mount plate (figure 9 detail 1) was designed to interface with
the carriage block that was a part of the existing frame. A dowel pin and flat edges on the mount
plate were used to remove all degrees of freedom and ensure accurate and repeatable location of
the component within the system. An offset plate (figure 9 detail 2) was then designed to
interface with the mount plate. This plate ensures that the load applicator is in the appropriate
point in the system travel to best interface with the tool base portion. The length of the plate was
modified near the end of the design process to provide optimal system travel. This plate was also
accurately located with dowel pins to ensure that it can be reassembled in the same position.
Next, the mount block (figure 9 detail 3) was designed to prepare interfacing with the load cell
itself. Since the load cell mounts with in line threads, a ninety-degree transition piece such as this
one was required. This piece was also pinned for location purposes. A location pin (figure 9
detail 4) was designed to be inserted into the mount block, this used an accurate fit that ensures
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the part will always be located precisely. The stationary end of the load cell (figure 9 detail 8)
threads into this location piece. Next a guide sleeve (figure 9 detail 5) was designed to engage
with the location pin. This will allow the components on the load side of the load cell to be
constrained within acceptable limits. Finally, the load applicator (figure 9 detail 7) and applicator
base (figure 9 detail 6) were designed to engage with the load cell and guide sleeve. The load
application will be used to push on the test specimens and can easily be changed out as tests
require. A similar design can be developed for a tension test if required. Figures 10-12 show
different views of the design for clarity. All part names and drawings can be found by reviewing
the naming convention and the mechanical assembly drawings shown in the appendix section
7.1.

Figure 12: Load Cell Unit ISO

Figure 11: Load Cell Section View

Figure 10: Load Cell 2D View

2.3 Design of Displacement Sensor Mount
In the same manner, given the selected displacement sensor, the team consulted RLS to
review the mechanical mounting options. They offered two options to mount the encoder’s
magnetic scale, one being a stick back adhesive to an appropriately straight plate, and the other
being a T-track rail that allows for appropriate alignment. The latter option was chosen for ease
of use and adjustability since the system was not a scratch design and would likely need to be
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modified. The bolt on T-shaped option can be seen below in the exploded view in figure 16. It
needs a forty-five-degree inverted groove on one side for alignment and uses screws to hold it
place. To accomplish this, a long flat plate called magnetic track mount (figure 15 detail 4) was
designed. This plate has a datum groove to align the track with the part. It also features datum A
(figure 15) which is used to align the scale in the axial direction. Bolts hold this piece in place
and it does not have alignment features. This piece is held to a tight flatness tolerance to keep the
sensor in the most accurate position possible and was made of 6061-Al so it would have no
magnetic effect on the track. Next, the team designed a coupling bracket mount the magnetic
read head on the carriage block. This piece was also made of 6061-Al so it would have no
magnetic effect on the sensor. The overall encoder assembly design is shown in figures 13 and
14 below. One limitation of the design of the encoder mount is that it does not have and location
features. This was due to the fact that the design team was designing around an existing system
with no accurate drawings. Another limitation of the system is the parallelism between the linear
guides from the existing system and the top surface of the magnetic track. There is not easy way
to measure this absolutely, but it was checked with a precision shim and remained consistent for
the travel of the system. Overall, the system relies on precise adjustment which is not ideal but is
a product of the initial design constraints. This design format provides the most flexibility and
completes the design of the sensor mounts.
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Figure 13: Encoder Explode View

Figure 15: Load Cell Unit ISO View

Figure 14: 2D Encoder View

Figure 16: Encoder Unit
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2.4 Design of Tool Base
After the sensors are accurately mounted to the system, the next critical part of designing
a force test stand is being able to quickly and accurately align parts that are being tested. Due to
the fact that the base and the load application do not touch it requires two datum features to align
the units. It is also necessary to have an alignment process so that the two subassemblies can be
realigned easily. Because HPC currently has extensive fixturing that is designed around a
Schmidt type press base, it was decided to use a similar design, so the fixtures can be used for
testing. For convenience, a circular location hole will be used in the tool base to constrain four
degrees of freedom; a slot and pin (figure 17 detail 14) is used to constrain the fifth degree of
freedom, and a set screw (figure 17 detail 13) constrains the final degree of freedom. The quickchange tool base is made of 4140 steel and is hardened to prevent surface damage (figure 17
detail 10). It also has a center location hole which is designed to be engaged by a pin (figure 17
detail 1). The center hole of the quick change tool base is aligned with same axis as the force
sensor and linear guides via an alignment piece which is discussed later in this section.
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Figure 17: Tool Base and Frame Explode View

Figure 13: Tool Base

Figure 19: Tool Base Section View

For the fixture a simple flat top plate is designed and other fixturing could be designed
later according to need. The flat top plate is made of 4140 steel and is hardened to prevent
surface damage. This piece has two very accurate dowel holes for the main center location hole
and the secondary dowel pin that prevents rotation. The pins are pressed into the holes to fully
constrain them and they are locational clearance fits with the tool base. The set screw engages an
angled portion of the main pin to fully constrain the fixture in the tool base. Gravity could also
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Figure 20: Alignment Tool

Figure 21: Tool Base Alignment Section View

be used in compression tests. The final mechanical design can be found in figures 17-19 which
shows all of the units assembled.
One important consideration for the tool base is that the center alignment hole is on the
same axis (co-axial) as the force applicator. To do this the team opted to design an alignment tool
that could be used to line up the base with the applicator. First, the location features that were to
be used had to be selected. The center hole of the base was an obvious choice for an alignment
feature on one side. The other side had a few different choices but needed to be a circular feature.
The most convenient surface to use was the guide sleeve, which allowed the pieces to be aligned
with minimal disassembly. The guide sleeve was used as one feature and the center hole was
used as the other. Second, a single circular piece was designed to do this. It is shown in figure
20. The engagement with all three pieces is shown in figure 21. This aligns the tool base with the
load cell unit and the tool base is then bolted down the existing frame with four fasteners.
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2.5 Finite Element Analysis
2.5.1 Frame Tower
Finite element analysis (FEA) was conducted on the frame tower to ensure that it does
not bend outside of acceptable limits. Excessive deflection of the frame could interfere with the
data obtained by the sensors. First, a set of hand calculations using MathCAD were completed
using beam theory. This gave an idea of the deflection that the tower would see under max load.
This can be seen in figure 22 below.
To obtain hand calculations, a few assumptions were made. The stand’s bottom edge is
assumed to be fixed due to the weld being continuous and much stronger than material of the
same web thickness. The frame material was taken to be low carbon steel and the material was
assumed to be isotropic. The moment of inertia was calculated based on the assumption that the
tower did not have a cut at the top meaning. Having a continuous beam simplifies the
calculation. that the beam has a constant cross section. Also, the load conditions in the bushings,
guides, carriage block, and guide block were assumed to be rigid and simplified to two forces
from a free body diagram, this simplification is explained in later in this section. The derivation
and result of the hand calculation is shown below in figure 22. This gives a rough idea of how
the material functions under the given load. Once the calculations were complete, the next step
was to run an FEA model to verify that the tower can carry the required load. The software used
in the simulation was SolidWorks Simulation Professional.
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Figure 14: Tower Deflection Calculation
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Figure 15: Tower Load Conditions

The force applied on the tower will produce a moment, illustrated in figure 23, which will
create two distributed forces on the stand. The forces applied on the stand were calculated by
taking the distance from where the force is applied on the test plate, to where the carriage is
connected to the stand. This load condition creates a moment which is shown in figure 23. The
distance from the moment to where the carriage is screwed to the stand is then divided to obtain
the moment applied which direction shown above. A conservative max load estimate is four
times the amount the load cell sensor can accurately measure. The 200 lb force on the load cell
assembly created a 292.37 lb force on each of the surfaces where the carriage is attached. The
FEA study was done by fixing the bottom surface of the tower, and then applying two pressure
loads to the frame at the correct points. The area of each pressure load matched the area of the
guide block, and the resulting force for each was 292 lb force. Next, the mesh size and material
was added to the simulation. The most important result for this study was for the displacement of
the frame at the two points of engagement. The results are shown below in figure 23, the
maximum deflection is approximately 0.3 mm which closely matches the result of the hand
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calculation. The stress results from simulation are not shown here as the structure has a large
factor of safety. They are included in the appendix of this report. With such a high safety factor it
is safe to say that the structure of the tower can carry the 50lb force without altering the test data.

Figure 16: Tower FEA Deflection Model

2.5.2 Load Cell Unit
Next, it was necessary to verify that the geometric mechanical design for the load cell
mount will appropriately function. First, the team attempted to perform a set of hand calculations
to give an idea of the stresses that are present in the load range required. It was determined that
the geometry of the beam caused it to fall outside the Euler beam theory method constraints
because the cross section to beam length ratio is too large. Another avenue the team explored
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was the Timoshenko beam theory. This theory takes into account the shearing forces seen by the
beam since the cross section is so large compared to the beam length. This theory should provide
the best approximation for this problem, however it is not a concept that was presented in the
undergraduate curriculum at WMU. The hand calculation was then neglected because of the
great deal of time it would take to learn and apply the theory. The FEA analysis will be the only
measure of deflection for this unit.
Once the hand calculation attempt was complete, the team ran an FEA model to verify
that the mechanical design can carry the required load. The software used in the simulation was
again Solidworks Simulation Professional. The first step in modeling the load case is fully
defining part interactions. It is assumed that the components of the existing strand are rigid and
provide a perfect support for the offset mount plate. This is not actually the case but is sufficient
for the scope of the project. Since the design uses bolts to fix the components in place, there are
many ways to define the contact between the parts. The team explored many different methods
including modeling the fasteners, using Solidworks predefined fasteners, or using a bonded
surface. Modeling the fasteners and defining them in the model will provide the most accurate
results but requires a lot of work. Using the “Solidworks Simulation fasteners” provide slightly
less accurate results and still required a signification amount of work. The final option is to use a
bonded surface meaning that the points of the contact surfaces remain in the same orientation
(like glue without any shear effects) at the adjoining piece. This is a simplified model but will be
accurate as the bolt heads are very close to the edges of the parts, also the members are very
thick compared with the width and height. The engaging mount plate surface was fixed, and a
force of 75 lbf or 335 N is used in the simulation and is applied to the mount block unit. The full
simulation constraints and mesh size are shown in the appendix section 7.2. All of the parts are
4140 steel which was hardened, this material was not available in the Solidworks simulation so
4130 was used which has lower values for both tensile and yield strength. The mesh size used
was 0.01 in or 0.254 mm and is shown in the appendix. First, the stress on the bodies were
considered and found to be much lower than the yield stress of the components. The von misses
stresses are used to display the stresses, this simply takes the stress sensor at each point and
reduces it to a singular scalar value that is compared to the yield strength of the material. The
von misses stress plots, engineering strain plots, and factor of safety plots can be found in section
7.2 of the appendix. The safety factor of the design from yielding is over eighteen. Next, the
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deflection of the body was considered and the plot for deflection is shown in figure 25. The
maximum deflection seen on the axis of the load cell is approximately .030 mm or .001 inches.
This is an acceptable deflection and proves that the design will function under the maximum load
condition.

Figure 17: Load Cell Unit Deflection Model

2.6 Design of Electrical Hardware
After completing the mechanical design of the system, focus shifted to the electrical
hardware design. The team had to select a controller that could integrate all selected components.
The sensor data sheets were studied to determine how each had to be connected. A Futek
amplifier was purchased that magnified the voltage produced by the strain gauge load cell. The
strain gauge operated by using a Wheatstone bridge set up with four strain gauges to relate the
measured voltage to a physical force. The linear encoder operates by using a precision magnet
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track with an on off magnetic field. The magnet spacing dictates the distance traveled per square
wave pulse. The sensor pulses are shown in figure 26, two separate waves are necessary to
determine the direction the sensor is travelling.
After researching the signals that needed to be acquired and interpreted, the team now
selected a controller to use for the project. HPC made their National Instruments 6211 DAQ
available to the team for the project. Also both sensors had different power supply requirements;
the load cell amplifier required a 24-volt power supply, and the encoder required a 5-volt power
supply. The power supplies and sensors each needed fuses to protect the sensitive instruments.
Also, terminal blocks, a power switch, and a load limit warning light were included in the
hardware design to fulfil all requirements set forth by HPC. The full electrical schematic shown
in appendix section 7.3, the design fully meets all safety and functionality requirements. The
main components of the electrical design are:

Figure 18: Encoder Counter Signals

The team decided to build an incremental encoder because it take the amount of travel
from a set location provided by the user. There are two main components to a linear encoder the
read head which travels along the distance it is being measured and a magnetic rail which is
stationary and is as long as the distance that it can travel. The rail is magnetic and switches
polarity at a set distance of two micrometers. The read had senses this polarity switch and makes
a voltage spike, which can be read by the USB6211 as a digital counter signal.
The hardest task of the electrical schematic was making sure the USB6211 could read the
encoder. There was talk about making the input signal to the USB6211 differential. This idea
was ruled out in seeing the signal had no noise when only a positive A and B signal were
introduced. The signal is shown and will be further explain in the LabVIEW section of the
report. The speed at which the USB6211 can read is far greater the encoder can output. This also
does not take into account that the speed the encoder moves when the test is running, which is far
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less than what the encoder will move. Furthermore, the other sensor the Load cell was an analog
output which is easier to understand and program in LabVIEW.

Figure 19: Load Cell’s Wheatstone Bridge

The load cell uses a Full Wheatstone Bridge meaning that all of the resistors shown in
figure 27 are strain gauges. The resistors are placed in such a way that when a strain gauge is in
compression the opposite is in tension to maximize the voltage difference across the Wheatstone
Bridge. The Wheatstone bridge is a set of voltage dividers connected in parallel so when the
strain gauge is in compression its resistance decreases. Therefore, when the voltage dividers
obtain a set of strain gauges that are in both compression and tension the voltage is either
maximized to its limit or minimized depending where the resistors are placed to produce either a
large or small voltage drop. From there the voltage is taken between this two voltage divider.
The final product will have the electrical components neatly mounted in a panel. As
stayed above the final product will have its own 5 V and 24 V power supplies and all sensitive
items will be protected with fuses. Also, the design will feature a transistor which will turn on a
red light when the load cell hits 50lb. The transistor will be used as a switch for the light to
obtain current from the 24 V power supply.

2.7 Design of LabVIEW Code
For the electrical design to function, a software code was needed to control everything.
For this, a VI was designed using LabVIEW so that it acquires the force and displacement data,
synchronizes the data, and writes it to a spreadsheet. The code also included controls to change
from SI to US units. The front panel includes a graph of the force and displacement values versus
time, which helps engineers, visualize their test while it is running. The current value of the force
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and displacement are also displayed numerically on the front panel for convenience. A large red
overload warning light was added to the front panel to prevent accidental loads over the rated
limit of 50 lbs. The program works by acquiring data only when the encoder moves. The encoder
acquires data at speed far greater than the user can vertically crank the stand, so an alarm was not
implemented to the encoder. When all data is obtained from the VI it is then saved in an excel
file with the time and date. The DAQ assistant was used to connect each sensor to the software,
the setting from the load cell and encoder are shown in figures 32 and 33. The entire lab view
design is shown for figures 28 and 29. Advanced timing to the PF0 of the encoder shown above
in the electrical design. This lets the VI know to acquire the data when this PF0 has counter
voltages flowing.

Figure 20: LabVIEW Front Panel
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Figure 21: LabVIEW Back Panel

Load Cell
For a fee, the Futek calibrated the load cell and amplifier as a pair. The calibration data
sheet is shown in appendix 7.3. A best-fit line was created using excel, the slope of this line was
the calibration constant. The measured voltage was multiplied by calibration constant to obtain
the output force value from the load cell. The load cell followed fundamental sign convention
making compression a negative voltage. An additional summation was added to the force to zero
the force since there are other components hanging on the load cell in normal conditions. The
sleeve assembly and the weights of the parts can be calculated from the drawings shown in
appendix 7.1.
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Figure 22: Compression Calibration Best Fit Line

Magnetic Encoder
The Linear Encoder used two single ended counter signals to measure the distance
travelled. The A and B signals from the sensor are used to count the number of pulses
encountered. Each pulse represents two micrometers; this allows measurement distance travelled
by counting the number of pulses. The reason for two signals is to mark whether the encoder is
going in the positive or negative direction. The A signal leading the B by convention is the
positive direction. The pulse is a half cycle ahead or behind the other pulse, which is a function
of the sensor read head design. In figure 31 below, there is a picture of the counter signal
acquired by the DAQ. These square wave pulses are counted to determine the number of
increments.

Figure 23: Counter Signal
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The presence of noise in the counter signal shown above in figure 31, this could potentially cause
problems with signal. The noise would be represented on the plateau and as shown in the graph
above. Since all of the lines are crisp, no interference from the electrical circuit or the
environment was detected thus making the sensor low noise. If noise was encounter, it can be
handled by either increasing the current input by adding a resistor or making the encoder
differential. The team did not think these changes were needed due to the testing done in section
3.

Figure 24: DAQ for Load Cell
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Figure 25: DAQ for the Linear Encoder

Figure 26: Advance Timing
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2.8 Project Assembly
Much like the design, assembly was a critical part of this project. Proper assembly of the
mechanical and electrical components will cause the system to function correctly. All assembly
and testing activities were completed at the HPC product development lab. The cadence for
assembly was as follows: frame assembly, load cell assembly, encoder assembly, final
mechanical assembly, electrical assembly. After all mechanical parts were machined, and the
electrical parts arrived at HPC, the team began assembling the force test stand. The first step in
assembly was to rebuild the carriage block and linear guide unit from the stand frame which is
shown in figure 3. This was done on a precision ground stone to ensure that the guide blocks,
linear guides, and balls screw were in alignment. Since there were no location features this
assembly step had great potential for error. The frame and guide were assembled and tested on
the stone. After this, the carriage block unit was bolted to the frames tower and aligned by
measuring the distance from the edge of the guide block to the tower edge. This is also an
imperfect method as there are no location features. Next, the left and right guards were bolted
back on the stand frame unit. And finally, the gears and crank handle were reassembled.
Next, the load cell unit had to be assembled. This was done in accordance to the design
procedure, and the final assembly is shown figures 31 and 32. One of the fits for the load
applicator was too tight, therefore material had to be removed on a lathe. This was a simple fix,
issues with tight locational fits are typical for mechanical assembly projects. The load cell
assembly was then mounted to the frame unit. After this step, loads were applied to the load cell
unit, and it was determined that the bushings (figure 33) from the existing frame were much too
sloppy. This caused the whole load cell unit and carriage block to rotate when a large load was
applied and led to a linear deflection of the load applicator of around twenty thousandths of an
inch. After measurement it was estimated that the bushings had around three thousandth of an
inch of clearance between the linear guides. It was clear that new bushings were needed to
prevent this rotation.
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Figure 31: Full Assembly Front View

Figure 32: Full Assembly Isometric View

The existing bushings were inserted into the carriage block with lose slide fits and held
axially by v-point set screws. This is not desirable as accuracy is lost in the clearance between
the two pieces. A better option is to press fit the bushings into the carriage block. After
discussing the issue with HPC engineers and machinists, two plans were agreed upon. The first
was selecting a new set of bushings from a supplier that are close to the same size. A second
option that is more work intensive, was pressing in blank bronze slugs and then reaming the
inner diameters to the proper sizes. Option one was explored first, and it involved taking the
stock bushing and adjusting the inner diameter of each to the exact dimension required to
achieve a tight slide fit with the linear guides. Next, the holes in the carriage block were enlarged
to allow the new bushings to be press fit into the holes. This option would only work if axes of
the two existing holes in the carriage block were almost exactly parallel. The machinist measured
the part and determined that the parallelism was sufficient for option one. Location holes were
also added to the guide block parts to ensure that the axes of the linear rails would be sufficiently
parallel. This shrunk the entire assembly and required many parts to be slotted to fit correctly.
The entire process involved a tremendous amount of skill by HPC machinists and the result fixed
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the problem. The new bushings prevented any noticeable deflection of the carriage block and
load cell unit.

Figure 33: Bushings in carriage block

The next section that had to be assembled was the encoder. This was a simple unit and
was assembled as the design specified. Then encoder magnetic track was inserted in the T-track
assembly, and it was held in place axially with a small screw (figure 34). This provided great
adjustability for the system as many small adjustments would need to be made. The sensor read
head and coupling bracket were installed and the spacing was critical. RLS Renishaw provided
several tolerances that had to be followed for the optimal accuracy. This was tricky as there were
no location features for the mounting points. Careful measurements were taken with calipers to
ensure that all tolerances were met. A final check was performed with a plastic shim that was
twenty thousandths of an inch thick. The shim test was designed ensure that the read head
spacing was consistent throughout the travel distance of the system and proved that the encoder
unit was in alignment with the linear guides. The mechanical assembly of the project was
complete.
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Figure 34: Side View of Full Assembly

After mechanical assembly, the final assembly portion was the electrical design. The
mounted sensors could now be connected in accordance with the electrical design. Due to time
constraints, the entire electrical design was not followed. A prototype build that functions the
same as the design was instead used. The remaining components will be ordered and installed at
later date. The prototype set up is shown in figure 35. Notable deviations from the design were:
no fuses, switches, lights, or electrical enclosures were used, that the LabVIEW NI-6211 was
used as a five-volt power supply, and a bench power supply was used to provide twenty-four
volts to the load cell amplifier. The prototype set up provided the same functionality and allowed
the team to complete the project on time. The overall electrical and mechanical assembly is
shown in figure 36. Now that the entire assembly is complete testing, was carried out on the
system.
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Figure 35: Wiring Circuit for Assembly

Figure 36: View of LabVIEW Station connection with
Sensors

3 Calibration
After system level assembly, the apparatus had to be calibrated with National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable gauges. To do this the team decided to perform
three separate calibrations. The first was an independent calibration of the load cell using precise
weights. This was done by Futek, who was certified by NIST to calibrate sensor and amplifier
pairs. The load cell and amplifier pair were connect and five weights between ten and fifty
pounds were applied. The resulting voltage was measured and the results were provided with the
sensor. The process cost three hundred dollars and provided a calibration curve for the system
could then be used to obtain the force voltage relationship. This curve is shown in the LabVIEW
portion of the report and was used to find the load cell calibration constant to convert the voltage
to a force. The calibration sheets for the load cell are shown in the appendix of this report. The
load cell was independently calibrated with NIST traceable gauges, thus making it an accurate
measuring device within the limits mentioned in the sensor section.
After the force sensor was independently calibrated, the displacement sensor needed to be
calibrated as well. It was important to ensure the sensor read head and magnetic track are in
proper alignment. A set of precision ground gauge blocks that are NIST certified was used to
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ensure that the encoder was working according to the design. To test the as much of the system
range as possible, the test incorporated ¼, ½, ¾, 1, 2, 3 and 4 inch blocks which are shown in
figure 32. The load applicator was touched on the top of each gauge block, and the moved down
to the tool base top plate after the gauge block was removed. Three trials were completed for
each block length and the data is shown in table 5. For each length the distance was measured
three times to ensure the data taken was consistent as well as accurate.

Figure 27: Gauge Blocks
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Table 3: Gauge Block Displacement Test Data

Figure 28: Force Test Stand Calibration Curve
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Figure 29: Zoomed View of Test Stand Calibration

The displacement test data and a concise summary are shown in table 5. The results of
the test proved that the sensor was working very well, the average systematic error from the
gauge blocks test was 0.00022 inches. The three measured values from each gauge block test
were plotted against the gauge block height in figure 33. This graph shows the slope of each set
of data points via a trend line, where a perfect slope is one, and each of the trials have a slope
that is very nearly one. This means that the encoder provides linear data throughout the range of
travel. The graph in figure 34 shows a zoom view of five different lines from the displacement
test. It shows all of the trials the average of the three trials, and a perfect slope of one. This graph
is a good measure of the precision of the displacement measurement as the range of the plot is
one thousandth of an inch in both directions. This plot demonstrates the systematic error and it
clearly shows that the error is in good agreement with the value from table 5.
The last calibration test involved a spring used in one of HPC’s valves. These springs had
a nominal spring rate of 260lb/in and a 10% tolerance. In addition, the springs had an extended
length of 0.5 inches, and a fully compressed length of 0.38 inches. The test was then run from the
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fully compressed length of 0.5 inches, to 0.4 inches, this ensures the spring was not plastically
deformed. This test combines force and displacement to ensure that the data is both accurate and
repeatable. The spring test set up is shown in figure 38. The test measured the spring in a
compression test using a sample of ten springs. The test was performed three times and the rate
of each spring was calculated in excel from a trend line. The results are shown in table 6, were
gathered by graphing the data points and measuring the slope of a best fit line in excel. An
example of a data set is shown in the appendix section 7.5. From table 6 the spring rate values
can be compared via the three tests that were performed on each spring. The standard deviation
for each spring is shown in the table and is often less than two lbf per inch. This proves that the
entire system produces repeatable data and is not susceptible to being used by different
operators. Given more time, the team would have liked to run more testing with high precision
springs to further prove the functionality of the machine.

Figure 30: Spring Test
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Table 4: Spring Test Data

4 Project Expenses
Expenditures are a very important aspect of any engineering project, often target

costs must be achieved. For this reason, the cost of the entire project was tracked against
the project goal cost of $4,000. The electrical components cost summary is shown in
table 7. This includes all materials not used in the prototype build, HPC plans to order
and complete the project to the design at a later date. The total for all electrical
components was $2,046.46. Another project expense was in mechanical parts that were
not standard, stock items at HPC. The cost for the nonstandard parts and fasteners used
for this project are shown in table 8 below. The total cost of these materials was $34.88
which was lower than expected.
Table 5: Electrical Cost
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Table 6: Special Order Cost

Vendor
Mcmaster
Mcmaster
Mcmaster
Mcmaster
Mcmaster

Part Number
91585A881
92605A152
92220A183
6391K629
6391K628

Special Order Fasteners Cost
Description
Quantity Required
M10 X 24 SS Dowel Pin
1 Pin (Comes in Pack of 5)
M8-1.25 X 30 Set Screw
1 Screw (Comes in a pack of 10)
1/4-20 X 0.500 LHSHCS
1 Screw (Comes in a Pack of 50)
Bushing for repair
2 Bushings
Bushing for repair
2 Bushings
Total Cost

Price Each
$ 8.57
$ 7.10
$ 9.15
$ 4.29
$ 4.29
$ 34.88

Table 7: Total Cost

Table 9 shows the total project cost, including the labor cost of the HPC machinists and
technical staff. This information was provided by the HPC accounting department. It is easy to
see that the unforeseen problem with the bushings caused the project to go slightly over budget.
Still, the overall cost of the project is much less than many of the comparable test devices on the
open market. Considering the accuracy, simplicity, and robustness of the test, the project easily
justified completion at a cost of less than $5,000.00.

5 Conclusion
As detailed, the force test stand was successfully designed, built and tested, however
many improvements could still be made to the system. Due to time constraints, the electrical
assembly was a prototype and should be built to the actual design as specified by the drawings.
This process is not difficult as many of the parts are from the same source and have very short
lead times. The power supplies fuse housings, terminal blocks, amplifier, and DAQ would need
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to be mounted in the large electrical enclosure, which would then be mounted to the frame. The
light and power switch would need to be mounted to the sub electrical panel, and would also be
bolted to the frame. From there, all necessary wires would be routed and labeled to complete the
project as designed. Another improvement that could be made is adding a program element to
zero the test displacement values once a load is detected. Because many tests often start with no
contact with the test specimen, this feature would not require any data manipulation by HPC
engineers. This would be helpful and save time in analyzing the test data. It is also advisable to
monitor the noise of the encoder signals if the environment or if the circuit changes. Again, if
noise is detected on the signal a resistor can be added to increase the current, or programing
LabVIEW using the USB6211 to read differential data that can be provided by the sensor. The
encoder comes with a A, A- and B, B- signal pairs, so a differential signal can be acquired which
cancels a lot of the noise. The lab testing preformed did not show any noise, so differential was
not explored further. Finally, a larger study with more precise springs could be performed to
ensure that the device is repeatable and accurate. The team explored all of these options but did
not have the resources to complete them.
In conclusion, the project met all initial project goals. The team of Western Michigan
University students completed a complete mechanical, electrical, and, software design for a high
precision force test instrument. The design was then assembled, and despite some issues with the
existing frame, the team successfully fixed the issues and tested the system. The project provided
a durable, low cost, high accuracy design that will provide accurate force test results for
Humphrey Products. Engineers have already successfully used the stand to test actuators, valves,
and springs.
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7 Appendix
The appendix section of this report provides detailed drawings, calculations, and figures
that were completed as part of the project.

7.1 Mechanical Drawings
The mechanical drawings section first shows the naming convention for all mechanical
parts used in the project. This table is shown below in figure 39. These parts are mentioned in the
report separately but are shown here for clarity. Also, the tolerance stack ups for critical design
fits are shown in figure 40 below. This ensured that the proper clearances and tolerances were
used.
Next, this section shows the detailed mechanical drawings for each of the parts that were
designed to complete the project. The drawings are shown below in figures 41-54. These are the
drawings used for fabrication. Finally, the full assembly and subassembly drawings are shown in
figures 55-58. These drawings show how the parts are assembled and any fasteners used in each
assembly.
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Figure 31: Stand Parts

Figure 32: Critical Fits and Stack Ups
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Figure 33: Guide Block

Figure 34: Left Guard
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Figure 35:Carriage Block

Figure 36: Carriage Mount Plate
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Figure 37: Offset Mount Plate

Figure 38:Locating Shift Mount Block
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Figure 39: Load Cell Locating Pin

Figure 40: Guide Sleeve
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Figure 41: Applicator Base

Figure 42: Load Applicator
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Figure 43: Magnetic Track Mount

Figure 44: Coupling Bracket
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Figure 45: Quick Change Tool Base

Figure 46: Adapter Proto Plate
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Figure 47: Force Displacement Test Stand

Figure 48: Frame
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Figure 49: Load Cell ASM

Figure 50: Encoder ASM

7.2 Finite Element Analysis
The FEA section of the appendix section shows relevant FEA graphs generated for this
report. First, figures 59-62 show the FEA analysis on the load cell unit. The analysis was
performed to ensure the structure could withstand the required loads. The mesh size, stress
graphs, and factor of safety graphs are shown here. The deflection graphs are shown in the
design section of the report.
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Figures 63-65 show the FEA graphs from the tower analysis. The stress and strain graphs
are shown while the deflection graph is shown in the design section of the report.

Figure 51: Load Cell Unit Mesh
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Figure 52: Load Cell Unit FOS
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Figure 53: Load Cell Unit Von Mises

Figure 54: Load Cell Unit Von Mises Back View
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Figure 55: Tower Von Mises
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Figure 56: Tower Deflection
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Figure 57: Tower Strain ESTRN

7.3 Electrical Drawings
This section of the appendix shows the detailed electrical design that was completed for this
project. Figures 66-69 show the electrical drawings for the project. This includes all hardware
components, wiring diagrams, panel layouts, and DAQ wiring. This is a complete electrical design
and can be traced to the explanation in the design section.
Also, the calibration certification sheet for the load cell is shown in figure 70 below. This
was performed by Futek with NIST traceable gauges.
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Figure 58: Electrical Cost

Figure 59: Electrical Power Supply
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Figure 60: Electrical Connections

Figure 61: Electrical Panel
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Figure 62: Futek Calibration Sheet

7.4 LabVIEW CODE
The important LabVIEW pictures are shown in figures 71-77 below. These include the
panels, the A signal from the linear encoder, and the calibration curve for the load cell. In
addition, it shows the DAQ assistants for the two cases. These settings are important for
understanding and replicating this design.
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Figure 63: LabVIEW Front Panel
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Figure 64: LabVIEW Back Panel

Figure 65: Compression Calibration Best Fit Line
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Figure 66: Counter Signal

Figure 67: DAQ for Load Cell
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Figure 68: DAQ for the Linear Encoder

Figure 69: Advance Timing
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7.5 ABET Forms

Form 1
To be completed by student

Assessment of Student Outcome # c
ME 4800
“An ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within
realistic constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political ethical, health and
safety, manufacturability, and sustainability” is listed in ABET General Criterion 3. Student
Outcomes as one of the student outcomes to be assessed for both Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering programs. As part of your design project, you are required to fill out this form and
include it in you ME4800 Final Report, please include the page numbers where the questions
following are addressed.
Evaluation of student outcome “An ability to design a system, component, or process to meet
desired needs within realistic constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political
ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability”

1. This project involved the design of a: system / component / process
Description:
This project required our group to design many components and assemble them into a
system which is capable of collecting measurement test data._________

2. The need:
This project was required by Humphrey Products because their current test devices do not
have the correct range for many of their tests. In addition the project sought to create an
automated test set up to save time.________
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3. The constraints: (discuss the constraints that were relevant to the project. At least 3
constraints must be addressed.)

Economic:
This project will benefit the company by saving engineering time. Currently engineers run
many tests that required manually writing down force and displacement test data. The new
design eliminates the time loss. Also, components can more easily be screened by the
company which saves them from outsourcing certain items. __________

Environmental:
__________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Social:
__________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Political:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Ethical:
The project deals with providing test data by which engineering and quality decisions will
be made. The test data must always be provided by the system to the specified accuracy.
Also the test set up must not ever produce faulty data that might mislead its users. ______

Health & Safety:
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Manufacturability:
This apparatus will allow Humphrey Products to ensure individual components of an
assembly works correctly. This allows them to manufacture quality parts faster and catch
mistakes much sooner than previous methods._________

Sustainability:
__________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Others:

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

4. Is there a potential for a new patent in your design? Explain and compare to similar
patents.

There is no potential for a patent for this design because it is not new technology. The
project is more of a new way of combining technology and since it was a heavily modified
and not designed for mass production no patent will be pursued. ______
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Form 2
To be completed by student
Assessment of Student Outcome #j
ME 4800
“A knowledge of contemporary issues” is listed in ABET General Criterion 3. Student
Outcomes as one of the student outcomes to be assessed for both Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering programs. The Mechanical Engineering Faculty Members have defined “A
knowledge of contemporary issues” as knowledge and application of new technologies or
recent innovations, satisfaction of the company’s existing customers, comparison of the
proposed design with the competitor’s products, well-being and performance of other employers,
safety and legal issues, new standards or recent product regulations, and possibility of product
patent. As you work on your senior design project, we ask you to answer the following
questions. These questions will help you to create the ideas needed to successfully complete
your project and hence your ME4800 final report. You are required to fill out this form and
submit it with your final report. Please include the page numbers where the following questions
are addressed.
Evaluation of student outcome “A knowledge of contemporary issues”

1. Why is this project needed now?
This project is needed now because of a large gap in Humphrey Products testing capabilities.
They have no way of measuring forces of their actuators in the 50 [lb] range. This project will
also benefit the company by saving engineering time._________

2. Describe any new technologies and recent innovations utilized to complete this project
and how will it improve satisfaction of the company’s existing customers?
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The project uses the latest linear encoder and load cell technology which is a huge update to
existing test devices. The machine will increase the accuracy, range, and repeatability of the
results. These new sensors will enable engineers to complete projects with more certainty in their
designs thus improving customer satisfaction. _______
3. If this project is done for a company – how will it expand their potential markets?
Completion of this project can expand their potential markets because while giving potential
customers tours of the facility, new testing apparatuses are a major selling point. This shows
customers that the products they would be supplied with are tested with new technology which
outputs data with many less possibilities for error.________
How will it improve satisfaction of the company’s existing customers?
Showing existing customers that testing methods are being improved will give them more
confidence that the components they receive, perform correctly. Investing in machinery that
will improve efficiency and accuracy, shows that a company plans to continue to make
quality products for years to come._________

Identify the competitors for this type of product, and compare the proposed design
with the products of the company’s competitors.
There are many force and displacement sensors and apparatuses that can be purchased. This
design reused some of the main frame and components to reduce cost. The sensors used fit
the needs for the specified ranges and resolution but also keep the price as low as possible
for durable sensors. Many competitors’ designs are similar to this one, but often are
motorized for a completely automated test. __________
4. How did you address any safety and/or legal issues pertaining to this project? (e.g.,
OSHA, EPA, Human Factors, etc.)
This project does not involve any moving parts that are not driven manually by its operators.
There are no major safety concerns mechanically, as the process was highly constraint.
Electrically the safe_______
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5. Are there any foreseeable future standards or regulations on the horizon that could
impact the development of the project?
Standards and regulations could be placed on the resolution and repeatability of the force and
displacement measurements taken. These sensors surpass the requirements for what is needed at
this moment now. The resolution requirements could be increased but at this point the sensors
are more accurate than Humphrey needs._______

6. Is there a potential for a new patent in your design? Please document similar patents.
There is no potential for a patent for this design because there are so many force vs displacement
sensors and apparatus' that can be purchased and modified to meet requirements for each
purchaser. This apparatus is what Humphrey Products needed but all set up are usually varied to
meet the requirements for the machine while keeping the cost as low as possible. _________
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Form 3
To be completed by student

Assessment of Student Outcome # h
ME 4800
“An understanding of the impact of engineering solutions in a global, environmental and
societal context” is listed in ABET General Criterion 3. Student Outcomes as one of the student
outcomes to be assessed for both Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering programs. As you
work on your senior design project, we ask you to answer the following questions. These
questions will help you to create the ideas needed to successfully complete your project and
hence your ME4800 final report. You are required to fill out this form and submit it with your
final report. Please include the page numbers where the following questions are addressed.
Evaluation of student outcome “An understanding of the impact of engineering solutions in a
global, environmental and societal context”

1. Is this project useful outside of the United States? Explain why.
Yes, this project is useful all around the world because force tests are a critical part of the
design process for many components.__________

2. Does your project comply with U.S. and/or international standards or regulations?
Which standards are applicable?
The standards for this project were given by Humphrey Products to meet their company
needs for the components in valve assembly's._________

3. Is this project restricted in its application to specific markets or communities? To
which markets or communities?
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No, this project is not restricted to a specific branch of engineering. This project was
designed for small load and distance range.________

4. If the answer to any of the following items is affirmative, explain how and where,
when relevant. What actions did you take to address the issues?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Design is focused on serving human needs. Design also can either negatively or positively
influence quality of life. Address the impact of your project on the following areas.

Air Quality?
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Water Quality?
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Food?
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Noise Level?
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Does the project impact:
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Human health?
Valves functioning properly influence people’s health in many ways. Having components
of a valve function properly can improve health since Humphrey makes valves used in
medical devices. ______
Wildlife?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Vegetation?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Does this project improve:

Human interaction?
This improves workflow and time lost to testing because the results are all recorded
digitally instead of someone being distracted and writing down the incorrect results. ____
Well-being?
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Safety?
The new sensors allow the user to keep their hands away from the test and pinch points.
The user only needs to insert the quick-change tool base and part, crank the device up or
down and then remove the test specimen once testing is complete. ____
Others?
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Form 4
To be completed by student
Assessment of Student Outcome # i
ME 4800
“A recognition of the need for, and ability to engage in life-long learning” is listed in ABET
General Criterion 3. Student Outcomes as one of the student outcomes to be assessed for both
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering programs. As you work on your senior design project, we
ask you to answer the following questions. These questions will help you to create the ideas needed
to successfully complete your project and hence your ME4800 final report. You are required to
submit the completed form in the last appendix of your final report.
Your responses will be used in the Evaluation of student outcome “A recognition of the need
for, and ability to engage in life-long learning.”

A well-organized team brings together the necessary backgrounds and talents needed to
successfully develop and complete the design process. Each team member plays an important
role on the design team. Team members must be prepared to acquire any new additional skills,
and improve existing ones during the development of the project. Your answers to the questions
below will be used to evaluate a) your understanding of the need for life-long learning and b)
your ability to recognize the need of acquiring new knowledge/skills when required.

ME 4800
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Design Project

For each team member:
NAME: Drew Arndt
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1. List the skills you needed to execute your responsibilities on the project as outlined

in ME 4790.
Communication, report writing skills, benchmarking, LabVIEW knowledge, comparison
and learning about displacement sensor types, time management, teamwork and design
process. ______

2. Explain how you acquired or improved the skills needed for the completion the

project.
At the beginning of this project I learned a lot about the advantages of different
displacement sensors. These benchmarking skills improved how I looked at the rest of the
project by looking at how we could make this operation as accurate and simple to use for
the user. Working through the design process we learned the way a team must
communicate ideas and divide tasks to accomplish a larger project together. ______

NAME: Andrew Fritchley

3. List the skills you needed to execute your responsibilities on the project as outlined

in ME 4790.
Communication, report writing skills, Solidworks, Finite Element Analysis,
benchmarking, LabVIEW knowledge, time management, teamwork and design process.
______

4. Explain how you acquired or improved the skills needed for the completion the

project.
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This project helped me improve on my technical communication skills by communicating
the project need to the rest of the team. In addition, this project furthered my ability to
logically work through a complete system design from the beginning while incorporating
a good design process. Overall, this project allowed me to improve my mechanical
design, CAD, measurement, electrical design, programing, and assembly skills. This
project was a great learning experience. ______

NAME: Fabian Venegas

5. List the skills you needed to execute your responsibilities on the project as outlined

in ME 4790.
Communication, Solidworks, Finite Element Analysis, report writing skills,
benchmarking, LabVIEW knowledge, electrical circuit design, time management,
teamwork and design process. ______

6. Explain how you acquired or improved the skills needed for the completion the

project.
This project improved many of my skills to complete the design of a working assembly.
This project at first seemed simple but completing this project made us all realize the
background work and research that must be completed to create a working force vs
displacement machine. My skills in LabVIEW were improved greatly by working with
the code and programming. As the code was written warning sensors and a way to output
the data into excel was created and added for the simplicity of the user. ______

